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The settlers 
who came to 
Virginia and 
Mass Bay

Began this 
American 
Nation



The North 
made its way,

With cities 
and trade, 

In the South it 
was rural 
plantation



The North wanted central control

The South wanted the states to rule



And the North 
and the South 
couldn’t figure it 
out

At the 
convention the 
issue was mired Constitutional Convention, Philadelphia (1787)



And for 74 
years the 
expansion it 
tears,

Another state, 
another iron in 
the fire

Missouri

Texas

California



Kansas was bled, Harriet Beecher Stowe was 
read, and John Brown was a symbol to all



To abolitionists 
a saint,

But in the 
South they 
were afraid,

While Dred 
Scott settled 
nothing at all



The vote in 
the south 
Douglass split

And the North 
voted Lincoln 
president



And the North 
and the South 
couldn’t figure it 
out

Thought Lincoln 
said, “We’re not 
enemies but 
friends”

Lincoln’s First Inaugural Address
March 4, 1861



South Carolina secedes, then 10 more did leave

A northern army called up to defend



The South at Bull Run defended Richmond, inspired by 
Stonewall Jackson

So many laid low at the church of Shiloh, a reputation made 
for Sherman



Chancellorsville went perfect for Lee

While Farragut easily took New Orleans



The North and the South couldn’t figure it out, no 
decisive battles were waged

Lee invaded the North, Georgia felt “total war”, over 
700,000 young graves



At Gettysburg, 
PA, Lee made 
his “mistake”

His army would 
finally retreat



And Vicksburg 
did cave, on the 
same day

A northern 
victory, now 
within reach



At Appomattox the ceasefire was signed,

But how do you heal such a divide?



Well the North 
and the South 
couldn’t figure it 
out,

John Wilkes 
Booth took 
away Honest 
Abe



And the laws that were made

Were undermined by Johnson then Hayes



And we still fight this battle today...

June 17, 2015 racially motivated shooter kills nine people at a church 
in Charleston during Bible study



Yes we still fight this battle today...

August 11, 2017 
White Nationalists 
march in 
Charlottesville, 
Virginia and clash 
with counter 
protesters leading 
to violence and one 
dead



Yes we still fight this battle today...


